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Summary of BAT 
 

BAT was an ambitious debut sci-art project curated by INSTAR (Artists Trish Evans 

and Nick Humphreys) which aimed to produce and bring together a collection of 

fascinating and curious contemporary art works and exhibits inspired by one of 

the world’s most populous mammals.   

 

Curated by artist collective INSTAR (Trish Evans and Nick Humphreys) and working 

collaboratively with associate local and international professionals and partners, 

BAT resulted in the launch and opening of a 5 week contemporary sci-art 

exhibition and engagement programme, at the Yard Gallery, Wollaton Park in 

Nottingham, which is host to one of largest natural history collections outside 

London and home to seven of the eighteen species of bat native in the UK. 

 

Inspired directly by the curiosity of bats and the evolution of mammal flight, BAT 

aimed to reconnect the relationship between contemporary art and natural 

sciences, inviting audiences, participants and partners alike to discover the 

wonders of bat culture through innovative and creative interpretation.  

Working in partnership with professional artists, international scientists, 

Nottingham City Museums and Galleries, and bat conservation groups, INSTAR’s 

BAT was inspired by and devised directly as a result of the recent successes of 

curatorial and artistic work produced by artist Trish Evans, together with the 

expertise and passion for natural history of professional visual and sound artist 

Nick Humphreys. 

 

 

Aiming to broker a forum for creative interpretation, enabling fresh inspirational 

collaborations and ultimately igniting a sense of wonder and magic for audiences 

and participants, BAT was launched to the public and included the production of 

three new contemporary art works (photography, interactive sonic installation 

and moving image) for exhibition, to be shown alongside taxidermy, illustrative 

interpretation, research imagery and illustration.   

Accompanying this exhibition, INSTAR programmed a series of educational events.  

These included interactive workshops, talks, and demonstrations aimed to invite 

inquisitive engagement and experimentation for not only the passing footfall at 

the park (averaging 1000 per day) but also to wider members of the public/local 

community, families and Universities in Nottingham and further afield. 

 

Commencing in July 2013 with the research and production of bespoke site 

specific art works by 5 established artists, with the exhibition launch on the 7th 

September 2013, BAT exhibited over a period of 5 weeks (on weekends and 

private views Monday – Friday) 
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BAT collaborations 

 

 Artists / creative team 

Trish Evans & Nick Humphreys (INSTAR) / BAT curators and  

lead artists, exhibition design, project delivery and co-ordination 

Nick Humphreys / natural history illustration, graphic design and copy 

Trish Evans / photographer and exhibitor 

Tom Hill / sonic artist, co-artist & designer of sonic work eMIT 

Noel Murphy / creative technologist, co-artist & designer of sonic work eMIT 

Alex Gilham / film maker, long exposure bat flight imagery 

Jack Holmes, Josh Peat & Mat Taylor (freerunners / photography 

choreographers) 

Dorit Hockman / sci-art scientific photographer, exhibitor of imagery and 

science lecturer  

Lindsay Warnes / Story teller, wordsmith, family workshop facilitator 

Rachael Young / Theatre practitioner, family workshop facilitator 

Nicolai Konow / bat flight sci-art filmmaker (XROMM)  

Tom Hopkinson / PR design materials 

Matthew Jackson / exhibition technician, build and install 

Craig Humpston / exhibition technician, build and install 

Ian Robinson / Gallery graphics and print work 

 

Nottingham City Council  
£1000 cash fund support specifically for the running of family learning and 

audience engagement throughout the exhibition opening and contribution to 

the exhibition 

In-kind support for the use of the Yard Gallery to host BAT 

In-kind support of access to NCMG volunteer programme, for the purposes of 

installation, invigilation, takedown and evaluation 

Access to and loan of high-quality bat specimens for use in the exhibition 

Input and support from our Natural History Curator and Bat specialist Dr Sheila 

Wright 

 

Natural Sciences sector 
Nottinghamshire Bat Group / advice on bat conservation, loan of specimens, 

invigilation 

Bat Conservation Trust / advice on bat conservation, loan of specimens, 

international PR 

London Natural History Museum / advice on bat conservation, resources for 

gallery, engagement materials 

Grants Museum London / loans advice and guidance 
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Methodology of evaluation capture 
 

 

Quantitative 

• Audience and participatory figures 

Audience evaluation forms, approximately 8 completed every  

day during gallery opening 

• Partner online evaluation 

• Statistics from media and PR 

 

Qualitative 

• Comments book 

• Observational 

• Audience evaluation forms 

• Partner online evaluation 
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PART 1 / Statistics and analysis 

 
Audience figures 

 
 Galley open to public:  12 full days 

 Gallery visitors:   7,408  

      2,740 children (37%) / 4740 adults (63%) 

  

 Breakdown of visitor numbers: 506 + 593 + 677 + 580 + 472 + 369 + 

1076 + 666 + 421 + 411 + 597 + 1040 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Findings 

• The weather influenced audience numbers, which can be identified on days with less than 500 

visitors 

• Audience figures increased as the gallery progressed, with many visitors being refused access 

due to overcrowding, particularly on the last day of opening 

• Many families attended the exhibition as Wollaton Hall is a very popular family park  

• Demographic of audience was mainly white British, however approximately 10% of visitors 

were international tourists, and 7% BME (based on observation) 

• Footfall at this particular location is excellent, however demographic is limited 

• Demographic had an increased diversity due to the science and art theme 

• Weekends, bank holidays and school holidays had  increased visitor numbers 

• Access to this gallery, for most visitors would require transport, therefore not as accessible to 

wider / hard to reach communities 

• Greater access via school visits was not utilised due to limited resources, which was a missed 

opportunity 
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Participation / events programme 

 
 Number of events:  7 (between 2 and 3 hours each) 

 Total figures:  269 

     156 children (58%) / 124 adults (42%) 

     Bat walk: 8 children and 47 adults 

     Bat poetry x 2:   73 children and 16 adults 

     Bat theatre shadow x 3:  72 children and 26 

adults 

     Wings on their fingers: 3 children and 31 adults 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Findings 

• The events programme was publicised across Nottinghamshire and via multiple networks and 

newsletters 

• The bat walk and Wings of their fingers events were both sold out, over-subscribed and 

attended by adults, students and children, and very much an intergenerational sci-art sharing 

• Pre booking for children’s events was unsuccessful with very small numbers booking in 

advance, which is apparently historical for this site (for family bookings) due to its location and 

the booking system 

• Passing footfall ensured all sessions were full and very popular, however plans to engage older 

children and teenagers was less successful due to this amendment in delivery, with most 

children being under the age of 10yrs. 

• The family activities acted as an additional PR tool for the gallery engagement 

• The planned lecture on the art of taxidermy did not take place due to the logistics and liaison 

breakdown between INSTAR and museum curator 

• Throughout the BAT exhibition gallery participatory art was offered with over 600 origami bats 

made by the public to create a roost installation 
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Volunteers 

 
 Number of volunteers: 8  

     6 x invigilators 

     2 x event support 

     5 x development & advisory 

 Volunteer hours:  96 hours (approximately) 

 

Partnerships and commissions 
  

 Funded artists:  12 

 Partner orgs:   5   

 New art works:  13 

 Artist applications:  17  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Findings 

• Volunteer invigilators were inducted by INSTAR and fully supported via the NCC volunteer 

programme, which resulted in a commitment and continuity 

• Paying 1 x regular invigilator was essential to ensure opening was successful and volunteers 

being fully supported 

• Additional volunteer advisors (bat experts), were an excellent addition to the gallery offer, 

which was reflected regularly by visitors, and offered as a result of strong partnerships from the 

start of the project 

• Volunteer support throughout BAT was essential, and without it, the project would not have 

been successful, due to limited resources 

• Figures above do not include the additional volunteer hours from INSTAR and artists 

 

Findings 

• The diversity of artists and sci-artists involved in the project provided a range of creative works 

exhibited, which was positively fed back in audience evaluation 

• The majority of partner organisations were from nature/conservation sector and not art based, 

this could be down to our artist collaboration and experience of artists 

• The number of new art works includes graphic illustration by Nick Humphreys, which although 

temporary should still be recognised 

• 7 pieces of existing art works also featured in the gallery, all of which were all sci-art works 

(xray bat flight film, bat embryos, natural sciences illustration) 

• The gallery had a number of artistic features and design, which are not featured in the above 

figures 

• Although 17 artists applied for participatory facilitation, only 2 artists were selected (to deliver 

5 sessions). Although this was not the plan, continuity and quality were the influencing factors 
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Publicity 
 

 Distributed flyers: 2000 (approx. 10% visitors attended as a result 

of seeing a flyer) 

 Press releases: 3 stages of press releases were submitted 

nationally 

 INSTAR website hits: 1710 (BAT specific links) 

 Social Media: 4000* views (taking into account PR from NCC 

bulletins, Bat Conservation Trust, INSTAR, and 

associate Artist PR) 

 Other websites: 3000* (inc. Arts Council England news feature, 

Nottingham University natural sciences, Left 

Lion free culture newspaper in Nottingham, 

associate artist / partner websites) 

 Newsletters:  6 features (local schools and universities, 

voluntary services, Bat Conservation Trust) 

 

   *approx. figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Findings 

• Audience figures were high, however this was mainly due to passing trade with only 17% of 

visitors attending due to BAT PR 

• INSTAR blog was in its infancy and not strong enough to fully PR our work, and time and 

capacity became a major factor as well as our limited experience in web design 

• The flyer was well received and distributed locally and nationally 

• Press releases were sent to all major broadsheets, magazines and journals.  This needed to be 

followed up beyond distribution, which was a missed opportunity 

• Associate artists and partners promoted well on our behalf, which had a significant impact 

• Identity of INSTAR within wider PR was sometimes lost and needed more co-ordination 

• Having a PR/marketing volunteer or freelancer would have been a valued assistance 
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Audience feedback and analysis 
A total of 83 audience evaluation forms were completed across the days of 

gallery opening.  A copy of the form and the full report can be found at the end of 

this report. 

 

 

Headline statistics taken from this evaluation 
 

 67% of visitors rated BAT as excellent, with the remaining 33% rating it good 

 

 Nearly 100% of visitors declared they had learned more about natural sciences 

 

55% of visitors stated that the art work inspired them to learn more about 

natural sciences 

 

 98% of visitors would like to see more sci-art exhibitions like this in the future 

 

 92% of visitors would recommend BAT to a friend 

 

 95% of visitors would like to see a future INSTAR exhibition 

 

80% of visitors were passing trade, with 10% visiting after seeing a flyer and 7% 

by word of mouth 

 

INSTAR analysis 

 
Given that 80% of those attending were passing trade (not specifically going to 

see an art exhibition) these statistics are overwhelmingly positive 
 

There is question as to whether the art work (photography and a sound 

installation) were identifiable as ‘art’ to many visitors 

 

The questions could have been more specific to the art form of sci-art, the 

quality of the art work and its interpretation 
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Audience evaluation/ gallery comments book 
 

“Brilliant exhibition, thank you” “Great idea” “Wonderful exhibition, very well done”  “Great – Interesting – 

informative, thanks”  “Great info and good for kids”  “How wonderful!!  The best exhibition I have seen in 

ages!  So fun, colourful and informative, will come again!!”  “Very informative, great PR for bats” “Very 

interesting.  Lots of information” “Very interesting” “Totally mesmerising” “Loved the exhibition, very 

interesting, can’t wait to make a bat puppet!” “Exceptionally well put together.  Simple facts – powerfully 

presented.  It deserves wide recognition.  Very well done!”  “Very interesting bat exhibition” “Great 

exhibition, love the visual representation”  “Great exhibition!” “Very interesting and thought provoking” 

“You have achieved an amazing informative, kinaesthetic experience”  “Really interesting stuff, love bats!  

Especially the art”  “Fantastic”  “Very good, our kids loved it.  Thank you”  “Informative, interactive, fun” 

“Excellent exhibition, inspiring, interesting and beautiful” “What a refreshing exhibition!!  So informative, 

fun ad beautiful. Bats are beautiful”  “Really enjoyed this beautiful exhibition, thank you”  “I enjoyed 

learning about vampire bats thank you”  “What an interesting and imaginative exhibition. Thank you!  More 

exhibitions in this exciting place please”  “Brilliant!  Well done” “A batty experience”   “Batty Brilliant!”  

“Whoever designed this exhibition please lets have more!  It’s sharp and imaginative and one of the best I 

have seen in a long time”  “Weird but it’s really cool to find out what bats sound like”  “Fascinating 

exhibition, but could not do the origami bat”  “Loved the balance of sound and visual sculpture, a great 

piece and the forest and light path photos were really cool too.  A great exhibition, very interesting thanks”  

“Very interesting, really enjoyed the sounds”  “Enjoyed exhibition.  Came with a friend who is very 

knowledgeable about bats and felt they added to my enjoyment by fiving just a bit more information in 

relation to the images.  Needn’t be much.”  “It’s great to see (and hear) an exhibition celebrating both art 

and science, in my eyes the tow are inseparable.  The light paths were great.  Would have liked the 

serantine sound to be normal speed – it sounds so great.  And more frequent pulses would have made the 

sculpture more interactive and fun.  Thank you”  “Great loved it, we have been back 5 times”  “Great 

exhibition, kids can learn a lot from such events.  The development of bats have been shown brilliantly.  

Carry on the good work.  Nice topic, loved it!”  “Great for kids.  I myself enjoyed this.  Wollaton Hall has 

come to life!  Amazing display”  “Really good, never thought bats sounded like this”  “I thought it was 

amazing because I never knew about bat sounds so that gives me a real boost” “Thank you so much for 

involving me in such an awesome project” “It is so cool”  “OMG it sounds like popping and something beat 

boxing”  “Nice use of tools to show kids, great”  “fantastic representation of sonar, come here 20 years ago 

and Wollaton is better than ever” “An interesting twist on nature, the sound and lights are fantastic”  

“Interested in the sounds and movements of bats” “Very interesting and informative” “very interesting”  

“We love bats so much.  Really great, so fascinating OMG”  “Great expo Trish”  “It was very good”  “Great 

for our kids” “very interesting visit, glad we came in”  “ It was great fun”  “Good but could have been 

better” “This was an amazing exhibition.  Well done!” “Fantastic!!!” “Cool keep it up” “I now like bats, well 

done” “Very interesting and informative”  “Brilliantly considered and executed”  “Very good” “Brilliant very 

interesting and educational” 
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BAT partner feedback and analysis 
A total of 11 individuals completed an on-line questionnaire, representing 

associate/commissioned artists, Nottingham city council staff and museums 

and galleries heads of service, scientists, conservation experts and volunteers.  

Items below are quoted directly from completed forms. * THE ACTUAL FULL 

STATS ACCOMPANY  THIS REPORT 

 

Headline statistics taken from this evaluation 

 
 82% rated the overall quality of BAT as excellent, with the remaining 18% 

rating it as good 

 

 92% stated BAT impacted on their work, creative practice and project 

 

 92% rated the artistic quality and vision of BAT as excellent 

 

 100% rated the PR and flyer as good or excellent 

 

 100% rated the overall partnership and involvement as good or excellent 

 

 

 

 

Direct responses from questions: 
 

Most successful outcomes  
“It was a great opportunity to create arts workshops that could deliver life 

sciences in a more practical way.” 

 

“The photography, the information about bats, it's diversity (materials, sound, 

image, installations) and the overall inclusiveness of the project, it's 

accessibility for all ages and walks of life; child friendly and stimulating for 

adults too.” 

 

“I thought all the elements were different and gave the viewer a good 

selection of exhibits.” 

 

“The most successful piece for me was the interactive echo device as this 

allowed all who entered to be involved.” 
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Most successful outcomes cont… 
 

 

“The inter-active elements of the exhibition the variety of art forms included in 

the experience the inclusion of a programme of workshops for families the 

location.” 

 

 “It left me with the desire to ensure that I am always finding a way to make 

sure I find beautiful and educational ways to pass my scientific knowledge onto 

the public. 

 

 “The actual specimens, the sound installation in the centre of the gallery, the 

flight path photos, the x-ray flight film.” 

 

 “The quality of the exhibits and the accessible manner in which they were 

displayed. The Family focus, as well as the technical detail for expert 

enthusiasts! The energetic, creative and enthusiastic experience of learning!” 

 

 “The setting of such extraordinary specimens in a high quality exhibition, rarely 

seen outside major cities. I think it has raised the bar in terms of exhibition 

design in Nottingham.” 

 

 “The light and sound installation was beautiful, engaging and ultimately 

educational - a piece that will stay in people's mind for a long time.” 

 

Least successful elements 

 
 “Initial marketing of arts workshops.” 

 

 “There could have been a bit more PR.” 

 

 “I personally didn't like the talk on research into wing formation - because it 

involved taking and killing a significant number of wild pregnant bats for a 

project that was pure research (ie. no conservation element. I think there are 

some circumstances where it may be acceptable to take bats from the wild - 

(ie. where the research will aid the conservation and protection of the species 

as a whole), but to do so for pure research - I must say I find totally 

unacceptable.” 

 

 “Limited opening times for the main venue attraction - I think more people 

could have accessed this during the week, as well as the weekend!” 

 

 “Build quality and lack of obvious instructions for the central visual interactive 

piece.” 
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Recommendations to INSTAR 

 
 “INSTAR's combination of the elements of science and art created an inspiring 

and informative exhibition. Please do again!” 

 

 “Very impressed and pleased to have been part of an inclusive sci-art project.” 

 

 “Obviously this depends of future funding, but I think the next exhibition 

should be a travelling one so more people can be exposed to your brilliant 

ideas! Please do get hold of me if you need a scientific advisor for future grants 

or have any future exhibitions that you would like me to participate in. It was 

an absolute pleasure to take part in BAT and I would love to do something 

similar again.” 

 

 “Other than my quibble over the research talk (which was not INSTAR's fault in 

any way!), I think the whole project was amazing, and I would like to see it put 

on again at some other UK venue if possible, in the future. It deserves a wider 

audience than just Nottingham!” 

 

 “Can't wait to take part in the next venture. You may wish to involve additional 

volunteers in order to reduce pressure on the creative team and enable wider 

hours of opening to reach more customers!” 

 

 “Could have been taken out to the schools, as I am sure it would have been 

welcomed.” 
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Unexpected outcomes (impact on practice, inspiration, etc) 

 
 “Participation in this projects has broadened my practice so that I will be able 

to offer a wider range of creative arts workshops in the future.” 

 

 “Myself and Noel, the co-creator of eMit (the installation commissioned by In 

Star) are in talks about adapting the piece for other uses and potentially 

making an iPad app for kids out of the animations and sound designs we made 

for BAT.” 

 

 “The day after the BAT exhibition I was inspired to submit more of my bat 

photographs to another scientific image competition, with very good results!” 

 

 “Giving a talk to public about my work reminded me how much I enjoy 

teaching and as a result I have agreed to do more teaching at my new post at 

the University of Oxford. Hopefully I will get the opportunity to give more 

public talks soon.” 

 

 “I think the way of displaying the specimens - secured by rods on Perspex 

plates in Perspex boxes was a very nice idea - and may consider using it myself 

in future display work.” 

 

 “New knowledge and contacts. Renewed personal interest in my academic 

area of study. Meeting new enthusiasts with similar views.” 

 

 “Excitement for new exhibitions” 

 

Further comments 

 
 “This was a great project and a really interesting way of engaging young people 

in life sciences.” 

 

 “Amazing work! Keep it up!” 

 

 “Please be sure to continue with these creative ways of reaching the general 

public in a time of recession when the best experiences in life don't have to 

cost huge amounts of money!” 

  

 “Having the books on display for sale would have been excellent as many 

people wanted to buy them.  This, in my opinion was a missed opportunity 

both for Wollation Hall gift shop and for the project in general. Otherwise, an 

excellent project and amazingly popular.” 
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PART 2 / artistic practice 
 

Sci-art partnership:  for artwork R & D and for INSTAR 

curators 
 

Establishing a strong connection with nature, wildlife experts and organisations, 

was core to the BAT project.  Looking back, this was clearly to empower myself as 

an artist and for INSTAR (as a new sci-art curator and artist collective) enabling us 

to confidently launch a debut exhibition with such complex scientific content. We 

needed the approval, the green light so to speak. 

 

BAT sci-art partnerships provided this crucial foundation for creative ideas to 

progress with a confidence needed as artists embarking on something so new, 

enabling our artwork and curatorial concepts to evolve and be challenged along 

the way.  

 

Exploring creative concepts about bat science was an exciting challenge, and 

although sometimes daunting at first, our new BAT partnerships supported our 

artistic aspiration significantly.  This together with our tenacious research into bat 

science, our ideas progressed, engulfing our creative thinking and importantly 

giving us the confidence we needed.   

 

Interestingly what surfaced through the BAT sci-art partnership was the 

unexpected self-doubt wildlife professionals and scientists shared, questioning 

their own viewpoints of natural sciences and questioning the role that art played 

in interpreting science.  It was therefore great to observe the partnership balance 

out as the project evolved and for all partners to witness the purpose of their 

contributions as the project progressed, and particularly when the exhibition was 

launched. 

 

An important conclusion emerged from our BAT partnerships, simply that science 

data is variable and open to philosophical interpretation from multiple 

perspectives.  This greater understanding provided a creative confidence for 

myself and INSTAR as artists, seeing ourselves as presenting our own study if you 

like, a creative thesis on bats and that BAT had its place within science, primarily 

to initiate a new forum for debate and science ideas. 

 

Our partners were our mentors, advisors and researchers.  They provided us with 

legal and ethical guidelines, heritage of the sciences and informed us of leading 

local, national and international bat networks and science/wildlife professionals.  

They also were our volunteer invigilators, bat experts, speakers and publicists. 
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aeroBATic & ccBAtv 
 

Although it was crucial to be accurate in interpreting the bat flight, I also wanted 

to use this as an opportunity for there to be questions about my findings and 

questions about the science.  How abstract, accurate or how my ‘creative science’ 

is presented and interpreted was an interesting process for my creative practice 

and also for INSTAR.  It was clear that although encouraging of my ideas, bat 

experts and wildlife professionals were insecure about my creative practice but 

also fascinated by the project and sci-art as an art form and keen to see the 

outcomes, as it was a very unconventional experience for them also. 

 

The process 

 

A distinctive departure from my previous long exposure photographic series 

(TRACE), BAT seemingly had a boundary, a clear narrative and concept with a 

definitive end point of interpreting up to 7 bat flight paths within a defined 

location and landscape. 

 

The biggest challenge artistically for me was the transition from a free 

choreographic and reactive process to a prescribed brief, a line if you like.  From 

researching and consulting about the many bat flight paths and the habitat of 

each bat species within the grounds of Wollaton Park, the location of shots and 

the logistics of capturing the light path was both complicated and creative. 

Capturing long exposure imagery when faced with not only the elements, but 

within a non-urban setting proved to result in a very different process.  Instantly 

little focus on the physical movement by free-runners, but much more a focus on 

the light and its path through woodlands, ditches, outbuildings and on water. 

The journey of sourcing locations and problem solving the scale of light path was 

unknown territory within my practice, I wanted to ensure that the imagery was 

comparative, had energy and depth and like free runners in the urban setting, 

offered a secretive view on the ‘under the radar’ happenings in the park…. In 

nature.  To achieve this a different set of tools and set up was required to 

establish more of a stage for the artwork to be performed.  Which elements of the 

landscape did I need to highlight? How much movement was within the line, how 

to achieve height above the treetops, work on light over water, etc. 

Gaffa tape, a telescopic decorator’s rod and LED lights were my basic tools, my 

creative materials.  Free-runners, and INSTAR co-artist Nick Humphreys navigated 

the lights through landscapes, for each shoot, with my direction.  The use of 

alternative unconventional materials and unconventional settings is what I enjoy 

using the most, being inventive where possible.   

Additional factors influenced the capturing of images, particularly with streetlight 

pollution influencing shots, like bats we also had to be most active at dusk which 

was again a fascinating and unexpected connection. 
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As an artist, the exploration within the grounds of the park during the night was a 

fascination and creative draw.  It was very much a connection with the site, and 

also a connection with bats, as with each locational shoot, bats were in 

abundance and very much part of the imagery and experience, although not seen.  

The narrative of secret worlds, the unseen happenings surrounding our 

consciousness is the thread that I can see running through my work, and BAT has 

helped confirm this fascination and need for me to capture. What was also 

important with BAT was the sharing of nature’s hidden secrets to a new audience.  

Shedding light – literally – on something in the dark, connecting people with 

nature to places less explored or understood. 

Expanding on this theme to capture the hidden life of bats of the park, and also 

shooting in locations less accessible by the visitor, inspired the CCTV – bat long 

exposure moving image sequences shot by artist Alex Gilham.   

INSTAR very much commissioned and evolved this CCTV piece to dovetail into the 

curatorial plans for the gallery, as we felt that without explanation, this film work 

would stimulate wonder and questions for the audience and compliment the 

themes.  Why? How? What is this?  Bats and lights on CCTV is a questionable 

concept, which opened up a significantly new dimension to my photographic art 

work and BAT.  Here we are, artists, re-enacting bat flight in the park, with bats in 

our environment, to then present this capture as if it’s recorded and monitored 

for security purposes.   

Additionally the stills and moving image sequences presented a tangible night 

vision, a relationship with darkness and light.  How bats communicate, navigate, 

see and hunt within the nocturnal hours, and enabling the audience to see this 

through the use of a striking bright light offered a surreal contrast which was 

playful.  This worked very well, as the wonder and secrecy of bats was not lost. 
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Exhibits 

The curatorial plans for the exhibition evolved rapidly throughout the process, 

and whilst this production of this imagery was facing its own challenges, the 

presentation of my photographic work and format of presentation remained 

simple. 

Aiming to keep this element of the space clinical and clear, with ideas of how 

science findings are often presented, nothing shifted from the purity of image and 

moving image.   Artistically I considered the scope of suspending images or having 

images printed onto clear Perspex sheets which protruded from the wall, however 

concepts were eliminated due to limited resources and capacity.   

A total of 5 x images were printed and mounted onto MDF board.  The spot lights 

for my visual work were toned down with a blue gel to create a more ‘in the dark’ 

experience for the viewer.  At one point I did consider having the images in 

complete darkness only to be viewed using hand held torches. 

The titles of both the photographic stills and moving image presented a visual 

pattern, with BAT hidden within them.  aeroBATic / BcAcTv, a simple INSTAR 

sense of mischief and fun to further convey the message of the exhibition and 

connect the two pieces together. 

 

Personal creative development, artist notes 

The process to achieve this artwork informed my creative practice significantly.  

The parameters of a brief, the sci-art collaboration and exhibition curation (see 

section to follow) challenged me to move onto a new level within my practice.  

There is no doubt that the core to my work lies with the necessity to explore the 

un-known and to work ‘on location’.  The need to also work within 

unconventional situations and environments triggers my concept and creative 

expression. 

The use of long exposure light photography I now see as one material to create 

my visual work, but not necessarily the one which I will always use.  Through this 

project I feel I am able to confidently see that the capture of a movement and 

journey within a usually inaccessible landscape is where I am creatively most at 

home and I see my work bridging the world of the gallery space and remote site 

specific locations. 

The support of a team of artists to creatively plan and create on location, as an 

artist inspires me greatly.  Working on site whether it be as a curator developing 

an exhibition or a visual artist creating an image is a situation which is part of one 

creative process for me.  BAT enabled both roles, which had a significant impact 

on my creative awareness, practice and visual work. 
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A future of INSTAR as a collective, is a definite outcome of BAT.  A very public and 

successful debut confirmed our sci-art ambition is real and possible.  This is a very 

exciting outcome of the project.  Working collectively with Nick Humphreys has 

empowered me as an artist, and provided a whole new dimension to my creative 

work and given me confidence to further expand and challenge my ideas and also 

open up new opportunities through our shared creative thinking and 

experimentation. 

 

INSTAR : curating, exhibition design and sci-art collective 

 

Our focus for BAT was to collect together a range of curious artefacts, specimens 

and original art works within one exhibition space, which not only captured the 

potential of sci-art (and particularly natural sciences and art) but also inspired new 

ideas, thinking, concepts and learning.  A debut for INSTAR, myself and artist Nick 

Humphreys as a sci-art collective, BAT was creatively a very exciting and ambitious 

brief, which enabled the realisation of our creative ideas and challenged us way 

beyond our expectations. It was also without a doubt a project that brought our 

ideas directly into the public spotlight for the first time together.    

With BAT we had to hit the ground running and give it our all, and this was 

something we embraced to the limit, it was intense and demanding throughout 

the process, but a project we felt incredibly attached to and enveloped by.  We 

were artists, curators, designers, project managers, partnership co-ordinators, 

technicians, builders and also responsible for PR and the co-ordination of 

commissioning and programing activities. 

Design and gallery layout 

As artists we felt extremely privileged to have full creative licence of a gallery 

space within a museum.  Something very empowering and unusually liberating, 

and so we, with our new collective ambition and support of each other’s ideas 

maintained a strong sense of freedom where possible.  It felt in many ways a 

regeneration project, a chance to reinvigorate a forgotten galley in an 

unforgettable way.  We wanted impact. 

INSTAR always viewed the gallery space and parameters of the gallery 

environment as our own piece of art work, this therefore formed much of our 

creative work and experimentation. 
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The gallery starting point, and curatorial aim was very much to focus on 

stimulating a genuine sense of wonder for all visitors and for the design of BAT to 

break the conventional code of the white box gallery and thus take very bold 

steps. 

From the offset we set about achieving an atmosphere, like stepping into the 

darkness and into the world of BAT, whilst also curating something curious, 

contemporary and sharply in-focus.  This resulted in our choice to use floor to 

ceiling bands of deep pigments, blues from daylight into the darkness of night.  

This represented the changing of the night skies, the moment bats emerge at dusk 

and hunt nocturnally.  This solid wall of blues became the backdrop to our 

specimen exhibits and our INSTAR interpretation of bats and bat illustrations.    

With limited bat specimens our challenge thus was the layout of wall space so it 

balanced perfectly.  For this we used contrasting colours with specimen cases, 

expanded our exhibits with large illustration art work by Nick Humphreys and in a 

white font, added bat facts (across the walls). 

We examined and tested multiple ideas to capture the darkness within the gallery 

environment, these included pitch black spaces - requiring torches to view art 

work, or having sonic bat sounds experienced with no light, a sensory 

envelopment for the visitor.  Additionally we investigated ways we could 

introduce an experimental focus, a science BAT LAB within the space.  It was 

therefore crucial for us as artists and curators to maintain the skill to eliminate, 

breakdown and simplify BAT, as we had to not only be resourceful but also not 

respond to the pressure and insecurity.  Our collective as two artists ensured that 

we were able to retain our vision and trust our curating. 

The commissioned sonic art piece by Tom Hill and Noel Murphy was always to be 

the centre piece, situated within the middle of the gallery space.  This interactive 

art work was importantly positioned to invite and entice audiences, engaging 

audiences into a sonic BAT experience, and playful experience.  Although 

challenged by the Tom and Noel, for a request to use an enclosed room at the 

back of the gallery to host their piece, the decision to retain this prominent 

position was very successful from a curatorial perspective. 

Additional exhibition formats used within the galley were 3 large light boxes 

mounted on the dark backdrop at the end of the gallery (with the darkest walls) 

with scientist Dorit Hockmans bat embryos.  These boxes were striking and also 

not to scale.  Again casting light within a dark space linking the format with the 

long exposure photography and moving image sequences.  Also the gallery 

housed bat detector sounds on headphones, a film projection of bat flight (XROM) 

by scientist and researcher Nicolai Konow, an interactive origami BAT roost for 

visitors to take part in and create and a wall mounted BAT reference library. 
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Acquiring specimens and loans 

In total 8 cabinets were exhibited, containing a range of specimens/artefacts.  

These were acquired through Nottingham City Museums and Galleries (NCMG), 

Nottinghamshire Bat Group, the National Bat Conservation Trust and purchased 

(replicas) by INSTAR. 

Unfortunately, the narrowing of accessibility to the natural history collection bat 

specimens by Nottingham Natural History Museum’s curator, proved to be a 

significant barrier to our curatorial ambition.  This limited access was something 

INSTAR worked on to resolve by eliminating any concern she may have for the 

exhibiting of bats, which were highlighted as being the environment, the casing to 

mount bat specimens and the security of the gallery.  It was very clear that the 

curator did not have confidence in supporting a new debut exhibition and artists 

she did not know well and therefore prevented the use of good quality specimens 

which was a real shame.  This aside we did manage to exhibit a few museum bats 

and a skull. 

This situation fuelled our determination to continue curating and thus it injected a 

sense of urgency for us to acquire bat specimens (acquisitions) and loans of bats 

from external sources, which was new to us.  With this came unexpected results 

and new partnerships with London Natural History Museum and Grants Museum 

in London.  We also developed new skills and knowledge of managing loans from 

museums, the procedures and policies required to enable this to happen and the 

timeframe and costs.  We had to improvise and source replica specimens also to 

include a bat fossil and vampire bat skull.  This opened up our opportunities to 

further interpret artefacts, and highlighted the constraints and legal requirements 

of exhibiting an endangered species, which for us was a huge learning curve. 

Digital art works 

Dorit Hockman’s bat embryos were probably our most obvious link between a 

scientist and an artist, as she studied bat wing evolution at Oxford University 

whilst also identifying herself as a photographer and visual artist. She won many 

awards for her work and she fully embraced BAT and sci-art.  Her images were a 

very striking capture of embryos of bats developing in the womb, again using light 

and digital media, Dorit’s work shed light into something usually unseen.  The light 

boxes were also our statement to exaggerate this message.  They were big yet 

intimate, scientific and expressive, and a new exhibition format for Dorit. 

Like Dorit’s work, we were also lucky in gaining access to Nicolai Konow XROM 

slow-motion footage of a bat flying.  In this moving image, we as artists 

discovered something incredibly beautiful, a choreographed xray sequence of the 

bat flight, it not only connected with my photography but also presented a 

science of the moment.  This imagery was only publically launched into the  
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science world a month before BAT and had already created a wave of excitement 

throughout the science world.   

Connecting also with Dorit’s research on bat wing development, this art work was 

captured using bat technology – sonar.  An unexpected relationship with bat 

science and also our sonic art piece.  In silence, this projection was on a 

continuous loop, and for INSTAR an incredible sense of empowerment was felt 

when the scientist agreed for its use in the exhibition. 

Prints and illustrations 

Original plans for the gallery to exhibit unusual or curious drawings of bats and 

bat memorabilia evolved as our consultation, creative experimentation and 

research expanded.  We received a direct recommendation about the importance 

of presenting bat science in a positive and accurate manor from the NCMG 

curator, and therefore our emphasis shifted to acquiring illustrations and artwork 

from scientist and artist such as Earnst Haeckel, combined with our own take on 

illustrations of our exhibits. 

Earnst Haeckel’s bat faces were in our view outstandingly garish and incredibly 

beautiful, and it’s this detail of investigative illustration (at a time when 

illustration shared the science) which we believed fitted the sci-art theme so well.  

His work was an inspiration for myself and Nick Humphreys for BAT and we 

featured ‘art forms in nature’ publication as part of the gallery reference library. 

Through our research for BAT we importantly gained knowledge and awareness 

about the legalities of using illustrations which were available in the public 

domain, of which Earnst Haeckel’s were.   

Nick Humphreys illustrated our bat skulls as well as our Chiwawa dog.  Simply 

white and scientific in style, these were graphically placed within circles leading 

from exhibition cases. Nick’s street art and graphic illustration background 

influenced the specimen wall significantly, and with his knowledge on the natural 

sciences, he inspired the quirkiness and choice of bat facts.  As if like a street art 

anarchy, these facts were designed to have an impact, to be unconventional, 

bizarre, to trigger the imagination and raise awareness for the viewer.  Designing 

a wall within a gallery became second nature for INSTAR, which felt directly drawn 

from both of our backgrounds in street based art work. 

With recommendations to steer away from the gothic exhibit, we brought in 

alternative formats to meet our objective to curate a curious collection, perhaps 

this directive inspired a more unpredictable outcome for BAT, which also shifted 

our curatorial concept into a more exciting territory.  We also had to improvise 

and be resourceful, and although challenged we felt we met our curator brief 

well. 
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Engagement within the gallery 

Interactivity within the gallery was very much core to BAT, and through our 

curatorial design we introduced a number of curatorial/design elements to 

support this. 

Our origami bat roost and bat folding table invited visitors to create their own bat 

and add it to the bat roost installation.  For all ages, this roost became a 

progressive and shared activity.  The folding time also provided a space for gallery 

invigilators, bat experts, artists and audiences to share dialogue, discuss, learn, 

laugh and feel engaged.   Our bat roost also acted as a promotional tool to share 

how many bats had roosted throughout the exhibition. 

Our specimen exhibits of bats each had their own angle poise magnifying glass 

(and light).  This enabled audiences to investigate, examine and discover.  These 

were great tools to engage audiences.  This design was very much about bringing 

together the sciences, science study and the arts.  Why not magnify art works or 

frame a bat skull specimen and make it an artefact?  Again these magnifiers 

enabled us to bring down the gallery lights to generate more atmosphere. 

Our invigilators and volunteers for BAT were also bat enthusiasts, wildlife 

professionals, scientists, etc. and this added component enabled audiences to 

further activate the space for visitors, providing information and answer 

questions.  Sci-art discussion was spontaneous.  Additional to this the BAT 

reference library, with a selection of sci-art, illustration and conservation books 

were presented for visitors to reference and enjoy. 

eMIT, the interactive bat sound piece, was commissioned with a distinctive brief 

by INSTAR to produce an interactive sonic work using bat detector sounds 

(frequencies of bat bleeps and clicks) and visuals. Their art work invited audiences 

to step onto a large floor area to ‘get detected’ using bat science ‘sonar’.  This 

triggered both sound and visual pulses from a standing position. The more people 

the more impact the art work produced. 
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Events and workshop programme 

Acting as an important additional draw and experience to BAT, our event and 

workshop programme included family learning workshops and a talk. 

An artist’s brief was advertised on Arts Jobs for the delivery of 5 workshops (cross 

art form).  From 17 applications, poet and word artist Lindsay Carroll and Contact 

Theatre were selected based on their proposals and experience of working with 

young people and families. 

All sessions were drop in and full to capacity with bat theatre, shadow puppetry, 

bat poetry, story-telling and bat craft activities taking place inside the galley and 

also in a neighbouring learning space within the courtyard area of the museum.  

The site very much governed the drop-in approach for families, and although our 

programme was successful, our aim to engage older children (12 years +) was less 

successful for these sessions particularly. 

Our talk by Dorit Hockman was also a great success. Attended by nearly 40 

people, a broad demographic, including University students, bat enthusiasts, 

artists and families.  The talk ‘Wings on their fingers’ took place within the usually  

‘closed to the public’ natural sciences library within the museum, which we 

promoted as part of the offer.  Her talk was very specific about science and her 

work into understanding the evolution of bat wings, with a post talk discussion 

and questions stimulating some fascinating debates about sci-art and 

photography within the sciences. 

The head curator of the natural history museum and Nottinghamshire Bat group 

hosted a sold out talk and bat walk to accompany our programme. This event at 

night also meant we had an evening opening of the gallery, which together with 

our opening night event meant that we could host a nocturnal gallery experience, 

something we wanted to ensure took place. 

Our planned talk about bat anatomy and taxidermy did not take place due to 

limited encouragement from the museum curator to assist in planning and making 

connections with her team.  This was a shame, however in reflection there was 

little consultation prior to our proposal bid directly with the taxidermist, to ensure 

a talk was agreed.  Since BAT, INSTAR have worked very closely with the head 

taxidermist at the museum to curate a taxidermy/art exhibition which was very 

successful.  This we believe was a result of BAT, as museum staff became much 

more confident and understanding of our work and practice once they had seen a 

tangible example of it. This we understand is an important process in partnership. 
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Marketing and PR 

INSTAR (myself and Nick Humphreys) designed the BAT marketing materials with 

the support of graphic designer Tom Partridge.  The flyer for the exhibition was 

also a piece of INSTAR visual work, and we decided to keep the mysterious 

elements of BAT mysterious. Using origami bats as the backdrop, the graphic 

‘BAT’ was printed using a translucent ink which illuminated when viewed from a 

particular angle.  It was important that we wanted our flyer to feel like a limited 

edition postcard, with an element of hidden surprise, playing with light and dark. 

Accompanying the gallery, artist information, biogs and the events programme 

were all featured on our INSTAR blog, and available for visitors at the gallery.  It 

was important for BAT to feature all artists where possible with full contact details 

and acknowledgement provided. 

Aiming to launch BAT on the same night the museum was hosting a 2500 outdoor 

ticketed event of the film showing of Batman, something we later branded as our 

‘nocturnal opening night’.  This was a great PR opportunity for the project and 

ensured that we opened our doors to a much wider demographic.  On this night 

alone over 100 origami bats were created and we had over 1000 visitors to the 

gallery. 

Our online campaign was as thorough as we could have made it, given our 

capacity.  We promoted on social media, creating events and tweets.  Additionally 

our events and exhibition opening times were on Nottingham City Council What’s 

ON guide, on Left Lion events (local cultural paper) and Arts Council England’s 

website and promoted on events pages within the sciences (e.g. on local 

university sites, bat conservation trust events listings).  We could have promoted 

the event more, been more inventive with our marketing, and this is something 

we would allocate more time to in the future.  Our press releases to national 

newspapers were not successful. 
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INSTAR collective 

BAT enabled our collective to find its drive, its inspiration and its ideas.  This 

project ensured that we reviewed our collective statement – who we are – 

sharpened our visual identity (logo) – helped us develop our blog and social media 

profile. 

 

BAT was challenging, and as artists we were exhausted by the project but fully 

invigorated by it also.  Attending all of the opening days, and taking down the 

gallery and after painting all of the blue walls back to the original white, we were 

able to reflect on our achievements and see our next projects on the horizon. 

Significant outcomes of BAT and for INSTAR 

• The regeneration of an abandoned gallery space within a museum.  

This gallery has now become a permanent new gallery space.  

Before BAT the space was a large storage room, and confirmed as 

becoming a café – with equipment and kitchen facilities ordered.  

This has now been cancelled. 

 

• Record numbers and visitors at the museum, seeing sci-art 

 

• Inspiration for the museums team to consider new and 

unconventional ways to exhibit natural sciences, the arts and 

innovate ways to engage audiences. 

 

• INSTAR have since been commissioned to curate 2 x new exhibitions 

for Nottingham Museums and Galleries.  Funded by London Natural 

History Museum and Nottingham City Council.  One of these 

exhibitions being a brand new permanent exhibition for the 

museum. 

 

• The positive outcomes of the BAT partnerships.  A collective of arts 

and non-arts professionals and groups supporting the project and 

thus considering working collaboratively again and wishing to be 

involved in more sci-art projects in the future. 
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Commissioned artist info (provided with exhibition and on-line) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noel Murphy Creative Technologist 

Noel Murphy (aka VDU) is a Nottingham based digital artist interested in the crossover point between 

science and art.  Working in both sonic and visual art, Noel uses technology to draw connections 

between the senses and explore information in alternative formats.  

Recently he has created interactive installations in Paris (Casscade - Pépinières européennes pour 

jeunes artistes),Nottingham (Blockwerk Orchestra - RNIB), and Birmingham MAC with the Tom Dale 

dance company. For more information please visit www.vdu.io 

Tom Hill Composer / Sound Designer 

Tom Hill (aka Origamibiro) is a composer and sound designer who works with film soundtracks, multi-media 

performance and audiovisual art. Having composed for the likes of the BBC, Universal Records, Dr Who (for BBC 

Worldwide), Kew Gardens and The World Economic Forum, Tom also releases music and tours around Europe. 

Originally one half of the electronica duo Wauvenfold with eMit's co-creator, Noel Murphy, together they gained a 

reputation among the likes of Björk and Radio One's John Peel. For more info, please visit www.origamibiro.com 

INSTAR 

INSTAR brings together imaginative partnerships across the arts, sciences and beyond to 

inspire the creation of new high quality art works, exhibitions and installations presented in 

unconventional or forgotten spaces.  Devoted to exploring unusual themes via creative 

experimentation, INSTAR aims to stimulate a sense of magic, wonder and discovery. 

www.instaramusements.wordpress.com / instar@live.co.uk  

Jon Watt Carpenter / Designer 

Jon Watt is a multi-disciplinary designer, specialising in high quality retail & residential interiors, bespoke & 

volume furnishings & product design. With Jon’s 20 years experience in design, working for many industry 

leading companies, comes a desire to design in collaboration with his clients & a refreshingly down to earth & 

practical approach. Based in Nottingham, Jon has worked with, among others, Paul Smith Ltd & Boots. With 

the formation of Jon Watt Design, Paul Smith Ltd continues to be a client.   jonwatt@me.com 

Trish Evans artist and curator 

Trish Evans works as an arts manager and producing artist based in Nottingham. Co-founder of 

INSTAR, she is based in Nottingham developing cross art-form programmes locally and nationally 

which push the boundaries of conventional ideas of engagement. 

Professionally, she curates projects which bring together artists and partners and which often aim to 

Alex Gilham Photographer and film-maker 

Alex Gilham is a film, media and photography artist and practitioner based in Nottingham, with extensive 

experience of working within the school and community setting.  Alex produces work for installations, 

exhibitions and events.  www.freerangevisual.co.uk 
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BAT: PRESS RELEASE (example) 

September 7th – October 6th 2013 

Yard Gallery, Wollaton Park, Nottingham 

INSTAR invites you to share in their fascinating collection of curious and creative experiments and 

exhibits inspired by the wonders and science of bats. 

Examining the extraordinary, INSTAR presents… BAT. 

The BAT sci-art exhibition and programme will be offering a fascinating perspective on the life and behaviour 

of one of the world’s most populous yet secret mammals, with a curious collection of themed exhibits, 

specimens and commissioned art works which promises to leave visitors and audiences with an original, 

unique and memorable experience of discovery. 

Funded by Arts Council England and Nottingham City Museums and Galleries, INSTAR curators Trish Evans and 

Nick Humphreys have worked closely with professional artists, scientists and conservation groups, locally and 

nationally to inspire new and exciting ways of presenting bat culture, science and conservation. 

BAT will include an interactive echolocation installation, visual art, contemporary photography, film and a 

range of specimens and taxidermy, alongside hosting an exciting programme of talks, tours and activities.   

Sci-art group INSTAR will be launching their curated exhibition BAT at Nottingham Yard Gallery (Wollaton Park) 

on 7th September 2013, with a  nocturnal opening event at 5:30pm, alongside the outdoor showing of Batman: 

The Dark Knight Rises, which was filmed on location at Wollaton Hall (* ticket prices for film will be sold 

separately). 

BAT will run from 7th September – 6th October 2013 and open to the public on weekends between 10am and 

4pm.  BAT is FREE to the public. 

“Nature has created an inexhaustible wealth of wondrous forms whose beauty and diversity way exceed 

anything that has been created by man.”  Ernst Haeckel 1899 

About INSTAR 

INSTAR brings together imaginative partnerships across the arts, sciences and beyond to inspire the creation of 

new high quality art works, exhibitions and installations presented in unconventional or forgotten 

spaces.  Devoted to exploring unusual themes via creative experimentation, INSTAR aims to stimulate a sense 

of magic, wonder and discovery. 

 

notes to editor:   

main contact INSTAR:  instar@live.co.uk / Trish Evans (Curator) 07745462045 / INSTAR must have feature in all reporting. 

accompanying image ’wing development in the Black Mastiff Bat’  by Dorit Hockman (please acknowledge).  Additional 

images can be provided upon request. 

partners:  Nottingham City Museums and Galleries, Nottingham Natural History Museum (Wollaton Hall), Nottinghamshire 

Bat Group 

Opening event:  BAT opens at 5:30pm - FREE, with film showing at 8pm (ticket price for film is £10.50 advance booking via 

Derbyquad.co.uk) 

Funders:  Arts Council England, Nottingham City Council (Nottingham City Museums and Galleries) 
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Exhibition panels / text 

Curated by INSTAR and working collaboratively with artists, scientists and bat conservation 

groups nationally, along with Nottingham City Museums and Galleries, BAT is a sci-art 

exhibition which investigates aspects of bat culture.  Stimulating the relationship between 

contemporary art and the natural sciences INSTAR invites you to get involved, explore and 

discover the wonders of one of our most fascinating and secretive neighbours. 

 

INSTAR  brings together imaginative partnerships across the arts, sciences and beyond to 

inspire the creation of new quality art works, curated exhibitions and installations.  Devoted to 

exploring science and nature by means of creative experimentation, INSTAR aims to stimulate a 

sense of magic, wonder and discovery. 

 

Wing development in the black mastiff bat 

Dorit Hockman 

Black mastiff bats are known for their fast flying, athletic tactics used to catch insects in flight. 

These images taken with a dissecting photomicroscope compare the younger embryos (left) to 

the older ones (centre and right), focusing on the development of their long wings and peculiar 

ear morphology. As development progresses their fingers grow longer and form the 

maneuverable struts of their wings, supporting the membrane between their fingers. The edges 

of their ears become joined together along the forehead to form an aerodynamic helmet-like 

structure. 

 

Bats are the most diverse of the mammals, with over a thousand different species worldwide. 

Studying their embryonic development gives us insight into how this incredible variation 

evolved. By comparing the process of embryonic development in the bat to other mammals, 

such as the mouse, we can gain insight into how wings evolved from a simple mammalian 

hand. 

Aerobatic 

Trish Evans 

Inspired by the distinctive flight paths of six species of bat found within the 500 acre grounds of 

Wollaton Park.  These long exposure photographic images utilise light to represent the 

nocturnal hunting habits of each species, illuminating the hidden and unique tactics performed 

to pursue their preferred pray.  

 

Responding directly to the environment within Wollaton Park, and the challenges of working 

within organic spaces including water, woodland and marsh as well as out buildings, Aerobatic 

has been created with the support of local free-runners Sean Leathen, Mat Taylor and Josh 

Peat. 

 

EMIT 

Noel Murphy & Tom Hill 

In much the same way devices are used to manipulate and translate bat sounds into a range we 

can hear, Emit brings the science of ultrasound and echolocation into a multi-sensory dimension 

we can relate all relate to. Using a system of sensors, digital animation, sound design and 

actual recordings of bats, Emit identifies its audience by enveloping them with ripples of pulsing 

light and music.  

 

Emit is a playful, interactive installation devised by creative technologist Noel Murphy & sound 

designer Tom Hill.  Inspired as to how bats hunt and socialise, Emit invites audiences to enter 

into a colourful and sensory experience. 
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BAT FACTS / exhibited directly onto gallery walls (various sizes) 
 

 

 

 

 

There are 18 species of bat at least in the UK, 7 of these can be found in Wollaton park 

 

Bats are the only mammal capable of powered flight 

 

A single bat can eat more than 600 insects in just an hour, which is equivalent of a 

person eating 20 large pizzas a night 

 

The 20 million Mexican free-tailed bats of Braken Cave in Texas eat 200 tonnes of 

insects each night, the equivalent weight of 30 thousand Chihuahuas 

 

Some species of bat will live up to 30 years 

 

The Tubed-lipped nectar bat has the longest tongue of any other mammal (relative to 

body length) retracting its tongue into its ribcage when not being used 

 

Small club-footed bats roost inside bamboo stalks, squeezing into openings as small as 

a biro 

 

Possibly the smallest mammal in the world, Bumblebee bats weigh less than a one 

pence piece 

 

Approximately 95% of the re-forestation of tropical rain forest is a result of seed 

dispersal from bats 

 

Bats produce the largest babies in the animal kingdom. A Common pipistrelle will 

produce a baby 25% her own body weight 

 

Bats are unable to take off from the ground, therefore they hang or grip from an 

elevated surface to fall into flight, this evolutionary  tactic also helps to avoid 

predators 

 

Bats fly with their hands.  The bones of their fingers and forearms are elongated and 

adapted to support wing membranes 

 

The Greater bulldog bat from Uruguay, which hunts for fish,  has  an echolocation 

system so sophisticated that it can detect objects as fine as a human hair 

 

All bats can see, but can only in black and white 
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There are no bats that are completely black but they do come in orange, brown, yellow 

and even white 

 

The Common vampire bat will take approximately one table spoon of blood each night 

 

 

Vampire bats feed entirely on blood but never kill their prey to  feed 

 

Tropical fruit bats eat figs, guarva and bananas 

 

Male Dayak fruit bats produce milk when nursing infants 

 

"Nature has created an inexhaustible wealth of wondrous forms whose beauty and 

diversity way exceed anything that has been created by man."  - Ernst Haeckel, 1899 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.instaramusements.wordpress.com 


